
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 93105 16" Orbz® You’re Special Streamers

1 5190 5" Pastel Latex Assortment (4 needed)

1 18284 260 Vibrant Twistee Assortment (3 needed)

1 1162 3/16" Sea Green Curling Ribbon

1 1598 Heavy Weight
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Primary Balloon
Inflate the primary balloon, tie 
with curling ribbon and attach 

weight.

When using air to inflate the primary 
balloon, omit the heavy weight. Instead 

attach a hang tab to the top of the balloon 
and hang it with curling ribbon 

or monofilament.

5" Latex Collar
Air inflate two 5" balloons and tie them together 

to form a duplet. Repeat to create a second 
duplet. Twist the two duplets together to create 

a four-balloon cluster. Place the cluster under the 
helium filled balloon and twist the balloons around 

the tail. Push up on the cluster to secure it as closely to 
the bottom of the balloon as possible.

260 Latex Curls
Fully air inflate and deflate the 260. Attach the tip of the 
260 to a cylindrical object like a pipe or wrapping paper 

tube with a Clip-n-Weight™. Wrap the 260 smoothly around 
the tube making sure not to twist it. Re-inflate, slip it off 

the cylinder and tie. Create two additional curls and tie all 
three together at the neck. Slip them through the 5" balloon 

cluster and pull them down so they are locked in place 
under the cluster as shown.

Build Time  10 minutes

Scan this code 
to view the 

video tutorial 
for this recipe. 

Educational
Videos

Save helium!
Fill the primary balloon with 
air. Hang it using an adhesive 
tab and curling ribbon.
No weight needed! 

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD

Children under 8 years can choke or suffocate on uninflated or
broken balloons. Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated
balloons from children. Discard broken balloons at once.
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